If two dimuldigraphs have the same characteristic polynomial will be called oospectral. For graph-theoretical terms used without explicit definitions, see [l] , [3] .
The fundamental paper on the characteristic polynomials of simple graphs was published in 1957 by L.Collatz and U.Sinogowitz [2] . They obtained the relations between some Let be a set and E a family of ele- (1) a i = » i=1,...,n, L^D where the summation is taken over all linear directed subgraphs L^ (see [3] page 151) with exactly i vertioeB; p(L^) denotes the number of components of I^.
For multigraphs, we have the following specialization of Proposition 1» XI j Proposition 2. Let F(G,x) « 2J a,*"" 
U^cG where p(U^) is the number of components of U^, c(U^) is the number of components of U^ which are cyoles of length > >3, and the summation is taken over all basic figures U^ with exactly i vertioes which as partial subgraphs, are contained in G. Several recurrence relations for computing the characteristic polynomial of simple graph are given by A.J.Schwenk [5] in 1974.
The present paper is concerned with the problem of computing the characteristic polynomial of dimultigraph (or mul-tigraph) by describing the reourrenoe relations. Obviously, the theorems of Sohwenk follow immediately from ours, 2. Recurrenoe relations Theorem 1. Let v be a vertex of a dimultigraph D = (V,E) and let (j > (v) be the set of all elementary circuits of D containing v. Then (
This oompletes the proof of the theorem, A specialization of Theorem 1 for multigraphs is given below.
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Proof. Let G = (V,E) be a dimultigraph obtained from G s (v,E) by replacing any edge (not loops) of G by two oppositely direoted arcs. Obviously, F(G,x) = F(G,x) and
where cf (v) is the set of all elementary circuits containing v and c^ i=1,2,3,... are circuits of length i. By simple considerations, we have
and from this our theorem follows.
If G is a simple graph, then by putting l(v) = 0 and
in (4), we obtain, as the corollary, the theorem of Schwenk [5] . (ii), we obtain the formula (5).
For multigraphs we have the following -365 -2° Lp(e) be the set of all elementary cycles of length >3 containing e, 3° V(c) be the set of all vertices of the cycle c and 4° h'(u t v) denote the number of edges joining the vertices u and v of G. Then
Let a^ and ag be two oppositely directed arcs (of G) which are corresponding to edge e of G. By applying the formula (5) to G and a^, and in the next step to G-a 1 and a^, we have
cecp(a 2 )
Note that (*) G-a.,-a 2 = G-i and G-a.,-V(c) = G-V(c).
By the partition of cp (a^) on two sets tp 1 and <f 2 containing the circuits of length two and length > 3, respectively, we see that
In similar way as above, let tlie sets of circuits of length two and of length >3 respectively, of G-a^. Then, by (*),
By substituting (aa) to (a) and by above considerations, we obtain the relation (6). If G is a simple graph, then by putting h(u,v) = 1 in (6) we obtain the theorem of Schwenk Prom (3) f we have
By the substitution of (b) to (e) and (d) to (c), and obtained, new form of (oj to (a) we obtain, by elementary calculation, the formula (7).
Obviously, we can apply, the formula (7) to multigraphs and simple graphs. Por simple graphs the formula (7) was discovered by Schwenk in 1974 [5] . Hence, the cospectrally rooted pair of dimultigraphs can be used to build larger cospectral pairs.
